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Types of Organisations

Profit seeking organisations: Business Not for profit organisations



 

 

The roles that the finance function performs should be carried out in an ethical way, with integrity and 
professionalism. 

 Ethics is the system of moral principles that examines the concept of right and wrong.  

 Business ethics is the application of ethical values to business behaviour.  

 An ethical dilemma involves a situation where a decision-maker has to decide what is the ‘right’ or 
‘wrong’ thing to do. Ethical dilemmas may include accounting issues, production issues, sales and 
marketing issues or personnel issues. 

 
The Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants, published by The International Federation of 
Accountants (IFAC), forms the basis for the ethical codes of many accountancy bodies, including CIMA. 
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Companies create a written code of ethics to standardise practices and this is usually monitored by a 
compliance officer. 
 

Stake holders 
 

 

Why follow ethics

Ethical behavior is 
favoured by 
stakeholders

Ethical behaviour 
reduces risk and gives 

access to cheaper 
funds which, in turn, 

increase project 
profitability.

Unethical behaviour 
will, at some point be 
discovered resulting in 

a damage to 
reputation and 

potential legal charges.



Mendelow’s Interest Matrix for Stakeholder Management 

 Level of Interest 

Level of power  Low High 

Low Minimal effort 
Eg: General public 

Keep informed 
Eg: Employees 

High Keep satisfied 
Eg: Government 

Key players 
Eg: Shareholders 

 

 
 

 
 
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) 

 Corporate social responsibility (CSR) refers to the idea that a company should be sensitive to the 
needs and wants of all the stakeholders in its business operations, not just the shareholders. 

 Traditionalists argue that companies should only focus on their primary objective of making profits. 

 Modernists believe that if a company aligns its goals with that of the society, it can in turn enhance 
its profits due to the following: 

1. Differentiation of products 
2. High calibre staff will be attracted 
3. Brand strengthening 
4. Lower costs 
5. New marketing opportunities and changing social expectations 

 
Corporate governance 

 Corporate governance is the collection of mechanisms, processes and relations by which 
corporations are controlled and operated. 

 There is a UK corporate governance code for UK companies to follow. 
 The separation of ownership and control refers to the situation in a company where the people 

who own the company (the shareholders) may not be the same people as those who run the 
company (the board of directors). 

 The conflict between these people is called the agency problem. 
 

Types of stakeholders

Internal

Eg: Employees

Connected

Eg: Shareholders, 
customers, suppliers, 

etc

External

Eg: Government, 
community at large, 

etc



 
 

 
 
The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) is the body responsible for promoting high standards of corporate 
governance in the UK. All companies listed on the London Stock Exchange are required to apply the 
principles of the  
UK Corporate Governance Code (last revised in 2018) and must produce a disclosure statement confirming 

compliance with the code and explaining any departures from it. Smaller listed companies, i.e. those not in 

the FTSE 350 can take a more flexible approach to applying the code. 
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Domination of board

No involvement by board

Inadequate control function

Lack of supervision of employees

Lack of auditing

Lack of contact with shareholders

Short term profitability focus

Misleading financial stantements



 

 

 

Remuneration committee 

Pros Cons 

Avoids agency problem of board members setting 
their own remuneration 

Collusion between NEDs and Executive Directors 

Leaves board free to make strategic decisions Costly 

 
 
 

Guidance of UK code of 
Ethics

There is 
supposed to 
be an annual 

general 
meeting 

each year

There 
should be an 

effective 
board

Chairman 
and CEO 

should be 2 
people

There 
should be 

non 
executive 
directors

There 
should be 

committees

Nomination 
committee

- To make 
nominations to 

the board

- Over 50% of 
the committee 

should be made 
of NEDs 

Remuneration committee

-For deciding the remuneration of 
the BOD

- At least 3 NEDs for FTSE350 
companies

- At least 2 for other smaller 
companies

- Chairman can be member, not chair

- Chair of committee should be 
committee member for at least 

12months before election

-

Audit Commitee

- Responsible for 
monitoring 
company's 

financial controls

- Should be 
composed only 
of independent 

NEDs


